
Developing Secure / Non-Secure Applications 
using MCUXpresso SW & Tools 
 

Prerequisites: 

• MCUXpresso IDE v11.0.x 
• MCUXpresso SDK v2.6.x for LPCXpresso55s69 

These prerequisites have been installed on the training laptops, please ensure that the correct version of the IDE 
(v11.0.0) is opened and the correct SDK is installed in the “Installed SDKs” panel. 

Note: 

This is an advanced lab.  Each step in this lab is a significant building block to future steps, please follow each 
step closely.  We will be working with multiple projects in an eclipse-based IDE as the same time, so caution 
must be taken to ensure that the correct IDE project is active (selected) whenever a build, debug, or similar 
step is performed. 
The work you do in Labs 1 and 2 will directly impact other users in Lab 3. 
 

 

LAB 1 – Understanding the MCUXpresso SDK TrustZone Examples 
The purpose of this lab is to explore the Hello World TrustZone example included with the MCUXpresso SDK and 
the explore the different ways to build and debug the two linked examples.  

 

1. Import the secure and non-secure hello_world example: 

1.1. From the QuickStart Panel, choose “Import SDK example(s)…” (found in the Create or import a project 
section).    

1.2. On the resulting SDK Import Wizard page, select “LPC55xx” from the “MCUs from installed SDKs” to 
filter the list. 

1.3. Select the image of the board (lpcxpresso55s69) and select “Next” 

1.4. Expand the “trustzone_examples” category from the “Examples” list 

1.5. Place a check mark next to “hello_world_ns” (an additional check mark will automatically be added to 
the linked “hello_world_s” application) 

1.6. Important: In the “Project Options” change the SDK Debug Console to “UART” 

1.7. Select Finish to import the example projects into the local workspace. 
  



2. Explore the example settings within the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) tool: 

2.1. Right-Click the secure project “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s” from the Project Explorer  

2.2. Select MCUXpresso Config Tools -> Open TEE 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3. Explore the TrustZone Configuration within the TEE Tool.  (We are not making any changes at this time, 
but will update the generated code to align with the latest generation process) 

2.4. Use the “Update Code” action in the toolbar to regenerate the Config Tools files (Pins, Clocks, 
TrustZone) and return back to the Develop perspective. 
 

3. Identify and explore the main() functions of each project: 
3.1. The main() function of an MCUXpresso SDK example is typically located in the “sources” folder of the 

project in the <name of the project>.c file. 

3.2. Open and briefly example the contents of hello_world_ns.c and hello_world_s.c 

3.3. Add a breakpoint on the first PRINTF function of each project  (Note in the ns project the function is 
PRINTF_NSE). 
 

4. Build the Non-Secure application: 

4.1. Ensure that the lpcxpresso55s69_hello-world_ns project is selected / highlighted 

4.2. From the QuickStart Panel select Build     
Note: Because the Non-Secure project setting has a project dependency on the Secure project, the Build 
process will first compile the Secure application. 
There are two warnings associated with the build of these projects that can safely be ignored. 
 

5. Prepare the hardware: 

5.1. Connect the LPCXpresso55S69 board to the laptop using the provided microUSB cable, using P6 “Debug 
Link” located on the left side of the board (the lower microUSB connector) 

5.2. From the Quickstart Panel, use the LinkServer actions to Mass Erase the device. 
This step is technically optional, but gives us confidence that the board is in a known state. 
 
 

 
 

  



5.3. Confirm any resulting dialog boxes.  The final dialog should indicate “Operation Completed!” 

5.4. Open Serial Terminal Window (Ctrl-Alt-Shift-T).  Select “Serial Terminal” from the terminal option and 
change the Baud rate to 115200 (the only valid serial port should automatically be selected) . 
Note: You can optionally move the Terminal panel to another dock, so it (and the console) are visible 
during debug. 
 

6. Debug the Secure and Non-Secure Applications: 
6.1. Ensure that the secure application “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s” is active (click on the project 

name in the project explorer window) 

6.2. From the QuickStart Panel select Debug 

6.3. Confirm any resulting dialog windows, eventually the debug session will connect and will halt at the 
secure main() function. 
Because the secure project is configured to pre-program the non-secure binary image, both applications 
will be flashed to the target device. 

6.4. Use the Resume icon       to jump to the first breakpoint (in the Secure Project).  

6.5. Press the Resume icon again to jump to the next breakpoint, which is located in the Non-Secure 
project. 

6.6. Confirm you see the resulting printf outputs in the Terminal window.  

6.7. End the Debug Session using the Terminate icon      
 

7. Reprogram and debug only the Non-Secure Application: 

7.1. Open the “hello_world_ns.c” file and make a small edit to one of the first two PRINTF_NSE function 
calls. 
 

 
 

7.2. Ensure that the Non-Secure application is selected and use the QuickStart Panel to Build the 
application (compiling the text changes made above). 

7.3. Using the QuickStart Panel (with the Non-Secure application still active), select Debug. 
This will flash and debug only the non-secure application, leaving the original secure application as 
previously flashed to the target device. 

7.4. Once the debug session connects, it will initially halt at the start of the non-secure main() function. 
From the Terminal output, it should be plain that the secure application is already running. 

7.5. Use the Resume icon       to run the code and confirm the updated text in the terminal window. 

7.6. End the Debug Session using the Terminate icon      



LAB 2 – Development of a Secure Application 
The purpose of this lab is to understand the concepts of a secure application and the steps required to prepare an 
image and the files that need to be provided downstream to the developers of the non-secure application.  We 
will be basing the application on the existing secure MCUXpresso SDK example that we used in Lab 1. 

 

1. Use the TEE Tool to allow the Non-Secure application access to the UART: 

1.1. Right-Click the secure project “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s” from the Project Explorer and Select 
MCUXpresso Config Tools -> Open TEE 

1.2. Select the “Security access configuration” tab in the top right panel 

1.3. Select the “Masters/Slave” sub-tab in the resulting panel 

1.4. Locate “FLEXCOMM0” (slave column), click on the associated security-level and set to “NS-User” 

 

1.5. Locate “Syscon” (slave column), click on the associated security-level and set to “NS-User” 

1.6. Use the “Update Code” action in the toolbar to regenerate the Config Tools files (TrustZone) and return 
back to the Develop perspective. 
We will now be able to perform PRINTFs directly from the Non-Secure application. 

 

2. Modify the Secure Application Project Settings to disable pre-programming the  
non-secure application: 
2.1. Right-Click the secure project “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s” from the Project Explorer and select 

Properties 

2.2. Open C/C++ Build -> Settings, from the “Tool Setting” tab select “MCU Debugger” -> “TrustZone” 

2.3. Uncheck “Enable pre-programming of Non-Secure Image” and select “Apply and Close” 
At this point the launch configuration will need to be recreated to propagate the setting correctly.   

2.4. Important: Locate and delete the “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s LinkServer Debug.launch” file 
located in the project.  (Located toward the bottom of the project structure) 
 



3. Add a Secure Math algorithm to the Secure Application: 

3.1. Expand the “trustzone” folder in the Secure Project and open “veneer_table.c” 

3.2. Modeling after the two functions in this file create a third one that will return a simple mathematic 
result of two or more integers.     
Below is just an example, be creative here.  But do be careful with division unless you add error handling 
to avoid divide by 0 result or similar. 
 

 
 

3.3. Add the prototype to the “veneer_table.h”  (Below is an example based on the function above) 
Sufficiently document as needed to allow another user to use this function in their application. 
 

 

3.4. Build the Secure application and ensure there are no errors. 
 

4. Flash the new Secure application to the target device: 

4.1. Ensure that the secure application “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s” is active (click on the project 
name in the project explorer window) 

4.2. From the Quickstart Panel, use the LinkServer actions (use drop-down) to Mass Erase the device 
 

 

4.3. Confirm any resulting dialog boxes.  The final dialog should indicate “Operation Completed!” 
 



5. Prepare the required files for the downstream user: 

5.1. Highlight and Copy the “trustzone -> veneer_table.h” and paste into provided USB thumb drive 
This file provides the function prototypes to the user based on the secure functions they have access to. 
 

5.2. Highlight and Copy the “Debug -> lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s_CMSE_lib.o” and paste into 
provided USB thumb drive 
This file provides a compiled object form of the NonSecureCallable gateway functions specific to 
TrustZone security extensions. 
 

6. Provide the programmed board and USB thumb drive to another group in the class: 
6.1. Switch boards and USB thumb drives with another group that has completed all steps above. 

  



LAB 3 – Development of a New Non-Secure Application 
The purpose of this lab is to understand the concepts of a non-secure application and the steps required to 
prepare an image and incorporate the provided files from the developers of the secure application.  We will be 
basing the application on the new application, but will take advantage of the memory configuration of the 
existing MCUXpresso SDK example as a short-cut. 

 

1. Export the Memory Configuration of the existing Non-Secure Application: 
1.1. Right-click on the non-secure application and select Properties 

1.2. Select “C/C++ Build” -> “MCU Settings” (in the left column) 

1.3. Click the “Export...” button to generate a memory configuration file that is correctly setup for our 
TrustZone configuration (aligns with existing Secure application). 

1.4. Select a directory that you will remember (workspace, desktop, documents, etc…) and provide a valid 
name for the file.  The extension for this file will be .xml. 
We will be importing this same file again during the creation of the new IDE project.  

1.5. Apply and Close the settings panel. 
 

2. Create a new application for the LPCXpresso55S69 Board: 

2.1. From the QuickStart Panel select “New Project…” 

2.2. The LPCXpresso55S69 board should already be selected for us based on our last selection.  If it is not 
select the image of the LPCXpresso55S69 board as we did in Lab 1. 

2.3. Select Next to proceed to the “Configure the project” dialog 

2.4. Important: Change the “SDK Debug Console” project option to UART 

2.5. Select Next to proceed to the “Advanced project settings” dialog 

2.6. Change the “TrustZone Project Type” to “Non-Secure” 

2.7. Select the Import button and select the .xml file that we exported in step 1 (last directory should be 
preserved).  Select Open 

2.8. Select Finish to complete the creation of a new non-secure IDE project for the LPCXpresso55S69 board. 

2.9. If desired you can Close the original SDK example projects.  We will only be working with the new self-
contained project. 
 

  



3. Modify main function to align with our Secure application: 

3.1. Open the “source -> LPC55S69_Project.c”file for editing. 

3.2. Add comment markers or delete the functions associated to the “Init Board hardware” (lines 52-54) 
 

 
These function are handled in the Secure project and should not be repeated here. 
 

3.3. Copy the “veneer_table.h” from the provided USB thumb drive into the sources folder of your 
application. 

3.4. Add a corresponding include statement to the LPC55S69_Project.c file 
 

 
 

3.5. Copy the “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s_CMSE_lib.o” from the provided USB thumb drive into the 
root folder of your application. 
 

4. Modify the project properties to align with our Secure application: 
4.1. Right-click on the new project “LPC55S69_Project” and select Properties 

4.2. Open C/C++ Build -> Settings, from the “Tool Setting” tab select “MCU C Compiler” -> “TrustZone” 

4.3. Change “TrustZone Project Type” to “Non-Secure” 

4.4. Select the “MCU Linker” -> “TrustZone” settings 

  



 

4.5. From the folder drop-down icon associated with “Secure Gateway Import Library” select Project 

 

4.6. Select the “lpcxpresso55s69_hello_world_s_CMSE_lib.o” that was previously copied into the folder 
structure of the new project and press OK.  

4.7. Select Apply and Close  
 

5. Add a call to the new Secure Math function 

5.1. Review the prototype of the new secure math function found in the new “veneer_table.h” 

5.2. Add some type of call to function and display the results using PRINTF. 
For example: 

 

Note: The PRINTF is only available because we enabled Non-Secure User access as part of the Secure 
application’s TrustZone configuration. 

5.3. Build the application and ensure there are no build issues. 

5.4. Debug the application. 
Note: the Secure project flashed by another user will remain on the board and we will jump right into 
the start of the new non-secure application.  

5.5. Confirm any resulting dialog windows, the debug session will connect and will halt at the non-secure 
main function. 

5.6. Use the Resume icon       to run the application or use the Step-Over icon to step through the 
application. 
 

6. Bonus Step 

6.1. Using a series of calls to the secure math function, see if you can uncover what the secret math 
function actually is… 
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